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Skip to headerSkip on the main contentSkip footerWhat is reassuring about the pursuit of high yield is that something always works. Rising inflation and rising interest rates threaten to clip the value of your government bonds? Don't stress about it. A lot of investment brings in 8% – much more than the current 5% treasury yield – and many
of them will actually benefit from peppy economics. Take Allied Capital, which CEO William Walton calls a publicly traded private-equity company (try saying that six times fast). He means that Allied lends money or takes ownership stakes in medium-sized, privately owned U.S. businesses (or does both). Allied backs companies - 126
currently - are doing everything from make mousetraps to operating silencer franchises. Allied are well paid for their efforts; it's collecting 12%, on average, on its loan portfolio. Interest charges that are high suggest weak borrowers. But the economy is strong, so only 2% of loans are overdue. Allied (symbol of ALD) trades as shares, but is
structured as a regulated investment company, so it must pass on almost all of its net income to shareholders. The annual distribution of $2.40 per share – half taxed as capital gains and half as ordinary income – brings in 8% of Allied's recent share price of $30? You can find Thornburg Mortgage (TMA) to your liking. As a real estate
investment fund, that, too, trades like stocks. But Thornburg doesn't own any hotels, offices or other properties. Instead, it makes jumbo adjustable-rate home mortgages (average size: $750,000) to wealthy customers with impeccable credit histories. Thornburg maintains loans as an investment and also invests in mortgage-backed
securities. In less capable hands, this mixture could be toxic; but the people who have Thornburg in charge know how to deal with rising interest rates. Since it's a REIT, it hands out 90% or more of its net income as dividends. At $27 and with a dividend of $2.72 per share, Thornburg yields 10%. Stocks have been sauing from time to time,
but Thornburg has returned 13% annualized over the past three years and 26% over the past five years. Not Ed Treis. The retired banker from Chenequa Village, Wis., says 95% of his publicly traded holdings are in Allied Capital and two other types of lucrative income producers - REITs and specialized oil-and-gas securities. Treis, 58,
first bought Allied shares eight years ago as a teenager to earn dividends, and because he likes the diversified nature of companies in the Allies basket. REITs and energy royalty trusts are repeat visitors to Kiplinger's annual revenue festival. Although we generally identify investments with current returns of 8% or higher, we are willing to
accept a lower return in exchange for less risk. Here are our picks, in decreasing order of return. The maritime industry is riding a wave of global prosperity, but until time, this meant a zilch on investors' incomes. Several publicly traded fleet companies have paid or any dividends. Then, about two years ago, several new fleets were created
with a different business plan. Instead of tied to short-term or spot shipping rates, they have been shrinking for up to a decade with large energy, metal, and grain companies. Fleets of new wave have promised to pay shareholders virtually all the money left over after they have met their expenses. So far, these yield-oriented tanker stocks
have released goods, not only for customers, but also for investors. But stock prices remain low, and yields are generous. The four to consider are Arlington Tankers (ATB, $22), Double Hull Tankers (DHT, $13) and Genco Shipping and Trading (GSTL, $17). It is best to buy these stocks as a package, because anything that knocks the
ship off the commission can threaten the dividend. As energy prices rose, oil and gas licensing funds delivered a princely performance. However, share prices have not climbed so high that they would have knocked their returns below our 8% target. Investing in a trust gives you an interest in its assets, usually part of the production of
working oil or gas fields. The fund pays monthly distribution, which varies according to the price and volume of energy sold. Please note, however, that the tax treatment of a trust can be convoluted. It's hard to distinguish trusts. A prudent strategy is to invest in several established names, such as Cross Timbers (CRT, $42), San Juan
Basin (SJT, $37) and Canadian Enerplus (EDF, $52). Everyone gives about 8%. San Juan sells natural gas almost exclusively; Cross Timbers and Enerplus are more balanced between gas and oil. If you think oil is heading towards $100 a barrel, consider BP Prudhoe Bay (BPT, $74). The fund collects 16.4% of the proceeds from the first
90,000 barrels per day of oil from the Alaskan field. Based on the last four quarterly distributions, the Fund gives 11.4%. The success of the Allied capital has not go unnoticed. Kohlberg Kravis Roberts, a well-known New York buyout firm, recently raised $5 billion by selling shares in Amsterdam for a private equity investment partnership.
The Washington, D.C. area where Allied is based has become a meek of publicly traded companies that have stakes in private companies. Rivals American Capital Strategies (ACAS, $33) and MCG Capital (MCGC, $15) yield 10% and 11%. Rivals American Capital Strategies (ACAS, $33) and MCG Capital (MCGC, $15) yield 10% and
11%. Both yields more than allied because the companies are newer, plus, American Capital has a higher proportion of overdue loans. In addition to the economic downturn, there is a great risk that more firms could bite into this gem of a business and start lending to less creditworthy customers. That could affect the entire sector. Real
estate investment funds are no longer as generous as they used to be. For example, the average REIT-owning property gives 4.3%. The good news is that returns are low because REIT stocks have been steadily appreciation for more than six years, not because trusts have had to cut dividends. Good REIT operators should hold up
quarterly payouts. Goldstone, president of Thornburg Mortgage, says his job is to protect dividends at all costs. Our priority is to ensure consistency and stability, he says. Goldstone expects annual dividend increases of 2% to 5% over the next three years and expects Thornburg shares to trade in the range to yield 8% to 10%. Property-
owning REITs are not nearly as generous. But you can still find some high returns in the group. For example, the Educational Realty Trust (EDR, $15) develops and manages apartments and dormitories for college students. It gives 7.9%. And First Industrial Realty (FR, $38), which owns and develops warehouses and light industrial
spaces in 25 major metropolitan areas, yields 7.4%. Note that REIT payouts are generally considered ordinary income for tax purposes. When returns on MMFs fell to 1%, they all tried to get better-paid, low-risk substitutes. Money fund yields are no longer at rock bottom , but variable-rate bank loan funds still offer better returns and
prospects for even higher returns if short-term interest rates continue to rise. These funds own chunks of bank loans that are made into an assortment of companies, usually those with low debt ratings. Borrowers' payments are linked to short-term reference interest rates. Bill Larkin, portfolio manager with Cabot Money Management, in
Salem, Mass., says it's hard to lose money in these funds unless the economy tanks and many borrowers start skipping payments on loans. Variable rate funds are available in both traditional and closed varieties. Fidelity Floating Rate High Income (FFRHX; 800-544-8544) is a good choice among open funds. The fund yields 6.1% and
has returned an annualized 4.7% over the past three years. Larkin's favorite closed-end is the Eaton Vance Senior Floating-Rate Trust (EFR, $18). In mid-June, the two-year fund yielded 8.5% and traded at a 3% discount to the value of its underlying assets (closed trades as shares). Like many closed ends, eaton vance borrows money to
increase its returns, which increases risk. It is easier than ever to buy corporate bonds or, more precisely, their close cousins. Dozens of companies issue income securities that trade on exchanges for about $25 a share. These issues, loaded with language names such as nom capital bonds and fixed-rate equity securities, pay a fixed
monthly or quarterly dividend, so your yield depends on how much you pay. For example, Alabama Power issues rated AA A (ALZ) pay $1.47 per share annually. At a recent price of $23, certainty gives 6.4%. Lower quality problems pay more. BBB Rated Pulte Homes Units (PHMIJ. PK) pay $1.84 a year. At $25, yield 7.4%. Full lists can
be found www.epreferreds.com or www.quantumonline.com.Be aware of the call provisions. In almost all cases, the issuer has the right to repay the security for $25 after five years. it is best to look for units that sell for $25 or less and have at least two years before can be called. Corporate America is rolling in the dough and uses a lot of
that spare cash to increase dividends, which became particularly attractive after Congress cut the top tax rate on them to 15% a few years ago. Bank stocks seem to be a particularly attractive source of juicy returns. Shares of big banks such as Bank of America (BAC, $47), US Bancorp (USB, $31) and Wachovia (WB, $53) yield about
4%. No, 4% doesn't meet our 8% hurdle, but Don Taylor, manager of the Franklin Rising Dividends Fund, expects giant banks to increase dividends 10% to 12% annually for the foreseeable future. If he's right, dividends will double in seven years, which will basically give you an 8% return based on the price you paid today. Other sectors
where you can find high-yielding common stock are drugs and large, integrated energy companies. For example, drug maker Bristol-Myers (BMY, $25) yields 4.5%, and oil giant Chevron (CVX, $59) pays 3.5%. Large telecommunications companies also provide fertile ground for yield-hungry investors. Jerome Heppelmann, chief
investment officer of Liberty Ridge Capital, of Berwyn, Pa., suggests buying low-risk stocks such as Verizon (VZ, $33), and selling call options to supplement the stock's 4.9% yield. The biggest risk with such a strategy is that you have to give up some profits if the stock takes off. yes, we know what you're thinking: b-o-r-i-n-g. But who says
investing must always be exciting? In any case, tax-exempt municipal bonds are about as safe an investment as they are today – especially today, when state and local finances are particularly strong. The risk of failure of high-quality munis is minuscule. The Vanguard Intermediate-Term Tax-Exempt fund (VWITX; 800-635-1511) is the
easiest way to own munis. It gives 4.2%. For more revenue, check out the individual issues that are typically sold in $5,000 increments. Check www.investinginbonds.com or consult your broker's Bond with a focus on A-rated or better bonds. You have to look for muni's return. Instead, focus on its taxable equivalent income, which is how
much you would have to earn on a taxable bond to get – and maintain – what you get from a tax-exempt muni. Consider the Port of Oakland, Cal., bond rated AAA for quality and recently priced yield 5% by 2012. For someone in the 28% federal tax bracket, that 5% yield is the equivalent of just under 7% of a taxable bond. When bank
accounts and money market funds paid 1% a few years ago, you had to take risks to get a decent return. Today, however, thanks to the Federal Reserve's two-year rate-raising regime, cash (and similar low-risk investments) is no longer waste. Look at that. Treasury bills. You can sign up to buy short-term U.S. debt from a source
www.treasurydirect.gov. Recently, three-month bills yielded 4.9% and six-month bills returned 5.2%. Funds Market. The trend in money fund yields (left) clearly shows the Fed's manual work. From a minimum of less than 1 % since the end of 2002, the average taxable yield climbed to 4.4%. Vanguard Prime Money Market (VMMXX) is
located at the top of the heap with a yield of 4.8%. Savings accounts. You can find a list of online banks without fees or restrictions on savings deposits and withdrawals www.bankrate.com. Yield leaders include Emigrant Direct (www.emigrantdirect.com) and HSBCdirect (www.hsbcdirect.com), both paying 4.65%. You don't have to do
other business in these banks. Depository receipts. Top one-year CD rates are up 5.5%, as good as the best five-year rates, so it makes sense to keep maturity short. Near the bottom of the pyramid, investors aren't getting much extra yield for the increased risk of overdue overdue. But for those willing to invest in more exotic securities,
the potential rewards are much greater. Data until June 19. Sources: Bankrate.com, iMoneynet, Merrill Lynch, ValuBond Elections 2020: Joe Biden's tax plans still in trouble, tax policy gaining importance in the 2020 election. So, let's take a look at what Joe Biden wants to do abou... October 22, 2020How to be happy (not bored!) in
retirement - Starting with Todayhappy retirementHere are 12 ways to prepare for retirement, so you will be happy, active, fulfilled and never, ever bored. October 21, 20202 Credit card Gotchas pay attention to credit cardsPo excruciating wake-up call with your own credit card company, one financial services consultant wants consumers
to know something: It's smart... October 20, 2020Stock Market Today 10/22/20: Stimulus' Siren Song pulls Bulls AlongstocksThursday gains were driven by more positive language on stimulus negotiations, but the uncertain timetable kept those advances modest. October 22, 2020 Where Do Millionaires Live in AmericaInvestmentSought
to rub elbows with the rich? These 15 metro areas have the highest concentration of households with at least $1 million in liquid... October 22, 2020Stock Market Today 10/21/20: Snap Soars, Netflix Nosedives like Stocks Sit and WaitstocksStocks mostly trod the water Wednesday as stimulus negotiations continued, but Snap (SNAP) and



Netflix (NFLX) provided some fireworks. October 21, 2020Stock Market Today 10/20/20: A glimmer of stimulus hope gives stocks a small LiftstocksTuesday is a rigid stimulus term seemingly blurred as House Democrats and the White House have made progress toward the middle ground. October 20, 2020
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